CONSORZIO LEGNO VENETO
PRIVATE COMPANY

COUNTRY / REGION:
Italy/Veneto

CONTACT:
Michele Talo
michele.talo@gmail.com
Piero Balanza
piero.balanza@centroconsorzi.it
+39 348 286 32 79
www.legnoveneto.it

ADDRESS:
Centro Consorzi
Zona Industriale Gresal 5/E - 32036
Sedico Belluno

WE ARE THE ORGANIZATION THAT:
• Our specialization is to associate companies from the entire wood supply chain;
• The consortium Consorzio legno Veneto has as customers its own members;
• The main offer is to group and make promotional and marketing activities but also promote members' activities. The best results have been achieved in the construction of wooden buildings school or social housing level;
• The main factors of success concern the possibility of increasing the use of wood in private customers;
• We have had contacts with associations that deal with forests, woodworking, at European level;
• It aims to promote the integration among all the levels in order to enhance the utilization of wood from the high quality local forests;

WHAT I WANT TO GET OUT OF THE NETWORK:
• Contacts for potential partners for future cooperation especially in the wood sector and touristic development;
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